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Gilbert Law Summaries are America&#x92;s best selling outlines and have set the standard for

excellence since they were introduced more than thirty-five years ago. It&#x92;s Gilbert&#x92;s

unique combination of features that makes it the one study aid you&#x92;ll turn to for all of your

study needs! Walk into class prepared with a comprehensive outline of the law, a concise capsule

summary perfect for a quick review before class, charts of every kind, a text correlation chart so that

you can match your specific reading assignment to the relevant pages in the Gilbert outline, and an

index and table of cases. Ace your final exams with a step-by-step approach to attack your exam,

exam tips, and sample multiple choice, true-false, and essay questions.
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A+ great product and was everything I expected!

This book is great. It is very easy to follow and understand. I am a 1L student and I find that this

book really breaks it down for you. The first case in this book though can be troubling, as it is the

hardest case I have read in the book so far. No worries though; the rest of these cases are easy to

understand and are actually quite humorous (well, as humorous as law can be lol)

I was worried since the condition was listed as good. Book was PRISTINE maybe 2 highlighter

marks. Shipped very fast.Book itself is very helpful and clear. Even had some of the historical

context of property law. Not that it really matters though since chances are if you're reading this it's

because you need it for class and don't have choice.



Got me an A- in property after a full semester of neither reading nor attending class. HIGHLY

recommend.

Book was good for the class.

Even though the school asked for the newer edition. But compared with the new 100 bucks stuff, an

older edition with about 7 dollars is a great economical choice.In addition, this used book is in great

condition, only a few marks.

good product.......my favorite book

This is a powerful outline for students. However, it may be a little bit old......it still works when u have

no other choices
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